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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
We are pleased to submit this application to the Merit Award committee; we believe that our security
interest register is now one of the most advanced in the world. We are confident of this statement
because we have done our homework; we visited other registries around the world and in particular
IACA members. Through the valued support of fellow IACA members we were able to determine the pit
falls of development early, and concentrate developments on functionality which others had only on
their wish lists. We do not apologise for the constant reference to help and support from IACA members
through this submission, without their help our development would not have been the success it is. Our
system is:
100% electronic and in real time – no paper and fully automated processes;
Important to Jersey finance industry and their involvement throughout the process helped its
text book launch;
Full of innovations such as monitoring for “straw man” filings and search criteria;
Demonstrating filings of more than 120% greater than expected after only three months;
Available for knowledge share and support to IACA members.
In 2010, we began our journey with the objective to enhance Jersey’s security interest regime. As one
of the smaller European jurisdiction we were able to learn from the experience of our friends and
colleagues around the globe. The successful launch of our new Securities Interests Register (SIR) is
partially due to our participation at and colleagues within IACA. IACA members have provided an
immense amount of support through knowledge transfer; experience within the area of secured
transactions. In particular, visits to Texas, Massachusetts, Manitoba and New Zealand’s secured
transaction offices defined the new system and helped highlight the risks associated with operating such
systems.
In keeping with this year’s theme of “Brewing up business” a significant number of knowledge sharing
conversations and discussions took place with our friends from IACA, many of which brewed ideas for
inclusion in the developed register. The registration of Security Interests within Europe is a relatively
new concept and the fact that a jurisdiction such as Jersey was able to create a world class securities
registration system, is testament to the invaluable collaboration and knowledge exchanged through the
international IACA forum. Having a register is seen by the Jersey finance industry as a measure which
will aid the transparency and security of a financial transaction and will therefore make the undertaking
of such transactions in Jersey more attractive to international business.

“The introduction of the SIR system has enhanced our communications
with the Jersey Companies Registry. Its ease of use and benefit to Jersey’s
legal and financial industry can only assist the island’s reputation as
highly respected and efficient offshore financial jurisdiction”
Peter German – Partner
Jersey Law Firm - Carey Olsen
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BACKGROUND
The Security Interests (Jersey) Law 2012 came into force from 1 October 2013 and provides for
registration as a means of perfecting security over intangible moveable property. The register of
security interests is maintained by the registrar of companies and is a matter of public record. Within
Jersey the register of security interests is referenced as the Security Interests Register (SIR).
In order to achieve the successful launch of the SIR two major bodies of work were undertaken. They
were the drafting of a modern and fit for purpose security interests law (the Law) and a modern IT
system to underpin and facilitate the operation and enforcement of the new legislation.
The Jersey Financial Services Commission (the Commission) operates Jersey’s Registry for companies,
limited liability partnerships, limited partnerships, business names. The main on-going work of the
Registry division is the incorporation of new entities and responding to enquiries concerning entities on
its Registers. As of the 1 October, the Registry added the Security Interests Register to its umbrella of
statutory registers and administers services that it offers to industry and members of the public.

THE LAW
Prior to the new Law, taking security over shares, bank accounts, rights under contracts and other types
of intangible property in Jersey was governed by the Security Interests (Jersey) Law 1983 (the 1983
Law). The 1983 Law was replaced in 2013 by the Security Interests (Jersey) Law 2012 (the new Law). The
new Law provides Jersey with a modern, efficient regime for the creation and enforcement of security
interests in intangible property.
The principal changes introduced by the new Law are that it provides for:





Hypothecation as a new method of taking security;
Taking security in present and after-acquired intangible property, proceeds and book debts;
Securing obligations as to future advances;
Third party security;
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 A grantor(debtor) to be able to retain power to deal with collateral without prejudicing the
security interests;
 Registration of security interests; and
 Wider enforcement powers.

CREATION OF SECURITY INTERESTS
There are two steps in the creation of a security interests under the Law: attachment and perfection.
When a security interests attaches to collateral the security interests becomes enforceable against the
grantor (debtor) with respect to that collateral.
An important feature of the Law is provision for electronic registration of security interests and
assignments of receivables on the SIR, being an on-line public register. The registration system is based
on the identity of grantors and not assets and on the principle of notice filing and not transaction filing,
so transaction documents are not filed.
Initial registration is by the filing of a financing statement that gives notice to third parties of basic
information including the existence of the security interests (or the assignment of receivables), the
identity of the parties and a description of the items or classes of collateral (or the receivables assigned).
An assignment of receivables by way of security should be registered as a security interests. It is not
permitted to register a financing statement in respect of a security interests granted by a relevant
trustee.
The registration of a financing statement or a financing change statement is effective until:
 the registration is removed or discharged;
 any period for registration (if any) provided for in the statement expires; or
 If no period of registration is provided for in the statement, ten years from the date on and time
at which the statement was registered.
The law has made provision for tangible assets; however, this section of the legislation has yet to be
enacted. A feasibility study and initial analysis has been undertaken for the integration of the new
system with external operational registers currently referenced by industry. The intended strategy is to
limit the administrative overhead and barrier to entry for industry when the section of legislation
covering tangible property is enabled.
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THE SYSTEM
To support the operation and enforcement of the new law, a fully automated and 100% electronic IT
system has been implemented. A bespoke software platform has been designed and developed to meet
the government and industry requirements for the SIR. The SIR system provides three primary
interfaces; namely an Administration Portal, a User Portal and a B2B web services interface that
facilitates system to system functionality for industry. A fully electronic and “zero-paper” policy has
been adopted and successfully implemented within the SIR system.

Figure 1: SIR Process Flow & Interfaces

Each interface communicates with the SIR system components and Data Access Layer (DAL) Interface
which provides access to functionality facilitating:






Register searching and the procurement of financing statement records
Financial statement registration and maintenance (11 submission forms)
Financial account management
Portal workspace access and organisation management
Portal administration functions
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Within the SIR online system we have the concept of casual and registered users of the SIR portal.

WHAT IS A CASUAL USER?
You do not have to register to use the SIR, but you should do if you access or use the SIR regularly as
registration has a number of benefits. A casual user is an infrequent user, who is not registered on the
system and therefore has limited access to functionality.
As a casual user, you may:
 Register financing statements or financing change statements;
 Search the SIR; and
 Purchase financing statements.
A casual user may only pay for SIR services by credit or debit card.

Security Interests
Main Menu
(Casual user)

WHAT IS A REGISTERED USER?
Registering as a user provides you with faster and more convenient access to the SIR. In addition to
being able to take the actions specified for casual users above, you will be able to use additional SIR
functionality.
As a registered user, you can:





Store, view and download all financing statements you have registered and purchased;
Create draft financing statements;
Maintain a secured party and assignee list;
Register financing statements quickly without re-authentication;
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 If you are an Administrator, update secured party or assignee details in all financing statements
previously registered by means of a bulk update registration; and
 If you are an Administrator, apply for a financial account in order that users in your user group
can register financing statements or search the SIR on account.

Accessing the Security
Interests Register as a
Registered User

WHAT FEATURES CAN A REGISTERED USER ACCESS?
Once logged in as a registered user, you will have access to a workspace with four parts that appear in
the blue menu bar:
 "My Workspace" in which you can prepare and register financing statements and view all of
your previous registrations and searches;
 "My Financing Statements" in which you can view, amend, renew or discharge financing
statements that you have registered;
 "My Account" only appears in the blue menu bar of an Administrator who can view and manage
an account; and
 "My Admin" which, if you are an Administrator, allows you to:
o Manage your secured party and assignee list;
o Administer users in your user group; and
o Perform bulk updates.
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Starting a new
Financing Statements
Registration Process

Adding Secured Party Details
to a Financing Statement
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MAJOR CHALLENGES & OUR SOLUTIONS
Within this section we present the major challenges that we faced during the project and the actions
and solutions that we implemented to establish the SIR within Jersey. The major challenges included:





Achieve adoption of the legislation and IT system within industry
Establishment of a register monitoring facility
Addressing the information sensitivity concerns of the Trust sector of industry
Ensure that the implemented solution was suitable and fit-for-purpose with respect to existing
industry business processes
 Ensure that transition issues between the current law and new law were appropriately
provisioned for;
 Establishment of a solution to allow for bulk updates to financing statement for high-volume
filers

ADOPTION OF THE LEGISLATION AND IT SYSTEM BY INDUSTRY
Major changes to the legislative base and the release of a new IT system meant substantial impact to
industry. To facilitate a smooth transition and ensure a high adoption rate, it was imperative that we
communicated with industry representatives throughout each phase of the project.
We engaged industry at the early stage of the project and provided them with a channel to contribute to
major decisions. The key success to this approach was the empowerment of industry to formally signoff on the system specification; and then the IT system prior to go-live. This approach led to industry
taking ownership early within the process and helped to achieve high levels of awareness and adoption.

REGISTER MONITORING
Within the SIR system we have developed the means to automatically monitor filings as they are
registered on the system. The business case for this service is to allow industry to monitor bogus or
erroneous registrations that filed against individuals or organisations under their administration.
A significant problem experienced by Security Interests Registers globally is “Straw Man” filings. Straw
Man Filing allows an anonymous individual to enter details about a fictitious security interests on the
register without the intervention of an administrator. In most jurisdictions, combatting Straw Man filing
is an on-going process that puts a significant administrative burden of the register. To minimize the
burden of “Straw Man” filings within Jersey, we have established an automated Register Monitoring
tool.

TRUSTS
There was concern expressed in the trust industry in Jersey as to what the new registration requirement
meant for trustees and in particular as to whether trusts would need to be reflected on the
register. Trusts are usually a private contractual matter between the settlor and the trustee and not a
matter of public record. Through comprehensive negotiations with our legislative officers and industry
we were able to agree on legislation which makes provision that registration will not be required in
order to perfect the security and as a matter of law neither the name of the trust nor the name of the
trustee will need to be entered on the public register of security interests.
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SUITABILITY WITH INDUSTRY BUSINESS PROCESSES
As previously mentioned we included industry at all phases of the project, from the drafting of the
legislation through to the testing and sign-off of the IT system. During the design phase we invested a
significant amount of time gathering requirements from industry and analysing their business processes
and how the SIR would fit into their existing business processes.
With the B2B services we worked with industry to understand how they would integrate their back
office system with the SIR web services. At the system specification and system acceptance stages of
the project, we formally involved industry so that they were satisfied of what was going to be built; and
then what was built and what was going into production. Later in this document we will provide further
detail of how we met some of the specific requirements of industry.

TRANSITION ISSUES (LEGISLATIVE)
The Security Interests (Jersey) Law 1983 (the “1983 Law”), governing the creation of security over
intangible movables, was replaced in 2013 and offers secured parties new flexible methods of creation
of security to enhance their position.
The new law supersedes the 1983 Law which previously governed such matters. The 1983 Law however
continues to govern all existing security created prior to 2 January 2014, unless and until further
collateral is added to an existing security agreement which was not originally envisaged when it was
entered into. In such cases, the new law will govern the security interests created in such collateral.
Alternatively, the parties may agree that the new law will apply generally.
The 1983 Law has not been repealed because it continues to apply to security agreements entered into
while it was in force. Parties to a security agreement entered into under the 1983 Law (a 1983 Law
security agreement) can, however, agree that the Law will, in their relations with each other, apply to
their agreement.

BULK UPDATES
During our consultation with industry we were made aware of a requirement raised by a number of the
banks and larger organisations who intend to register a significant number of financing statements in
their name. These organisations requested that we included functionality which would allow them to
undertake bulk updates whereby high volumes of financing statements can be updated in a single
transaction with the Registry.
Within the SIR system we designed and implemented a bulk update facility. A registered user with the
administrator role can also perform bulk updates on the Secured Party / Assignee details on existing
registered financing statements. It is possible to update the secured party / assignee details (name,
address, contact details) across all financing statements (financial statements or assignment of
receivables) that are on the register for a secured party / assignee on the Secured Party / Assignee List.
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EFFECTIVENESS
The Law does not make registering a finance statement mandatory, however the register has become
such a success that local lawyers and banks are now registering as if filing was mandatory. Some
highlights to demonstrate effectiveness are given below:
Successful transition from the 1983 law to the new Law (managed through legislative
provisions);
Overcome issues of the Trust sensitivity issue;
Representation and involvement of industry stakeholders throughout the process meant the
acceptance of the law; legislative orders; IT software platform; business to business interface;
schedule of fees; system guidance and ultimately led to the timely and successful launch of the
complete security interests law system.
we have received expressions from all of the leading industry operators that they will use the
register to perfect their financing statements
Already received a significant number of registrations from the industry operators ,more than
200 to date which was 120% greater than expected.
3 Major organisations have commenced analysis of the B2B web service integration option.
Strategy is to use the business portal for the first year with the intention to use the B2B
interface and schedule the integration of their existing back office systems when their
transaction volumes increase.

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE SYSTEM WITHIN INDUSTRY
Although not the comprehensive list, the following system requirements were all requested by industry;
and prior to system go-live each requirements and system feature were formally accepted by industry as
effective and fit-for-purpose.
Industry Requirement

SIR System Feature & Impact

Ability to keep a record of
interactions with the registry

SIR User Portal
The SIR user portal is an online portal that
provides registered users with extensive
tools to interact with the registry. The
industry requirement is satisfied in particular
by the My workspace and My Financing
Statements features.
The My Workspace feature of the user
portal allows for organisations to store and
manage all interactions with the registry.
The feature allows the transfer of historic
filings and searches among different
members of staff in the organisation to allow
for absence due to sickness, holiday and
cessation of employment.
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Effectiveness
Accepted by
Industry

Ability to pay for filings and
searches on account

My Financing Statements allows for quick
and efficient management of financing
statements. It also allows for free access
and monitoring of financing statements
under your administration.
Financial accounts & Statements
Financial debtor accounting has been built in
to the system to allow registered users to
charge filing and search fees to their debtor
account. Credit card payment is also
available, however debtor accounts provide
both a convenient and credit facility
preferred by industry. Pre-paid and credit
account option are available depending on
the status of the organisation.

Functionality to emulate the
hierarchy of staff within industry
organisations. Partners have final
sign-off; clerks can prepare
submissions but not file

When transacting with the registry, users
have the option to enter a customer
reference which will appear on the monthly
statement. This can then be used to rebill
clients at each billing cycle. Statements are
delivered electronically and can be importing
into an organisation accounting system.
User access and privilege control
Within Jersey, the partnership and practice
model is utilised within industry whereby
different members of staff have different
roles a hierarchy of authority exists. The SIR
portal allows an organisation to have a user
group where all interaction with the Registry
is captured under a single umbrella group.
Each staff member has an individual account
and login credentials with a defined user
roles and access rights. Each staff member
can view only their transactions with the
registry, or transactions that have been
transferred to them. Within SIR the user
classification types include:
i.

Clerk
The Clerk role has the lowest
permission level. They can search
the SIR, access the My Workspace
and My Financing Statement screens
and also create draft submissions.
However, they cannot complete a
submission.

ii.

Presenter
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The Presenter role has the same
permission level as the Clerk, but is
also able to complete a submission.
iii.

Ability to receive official
documentation from the registry
that can be passed on to clients of
industry organisations

Balanced searching algorithm.
Flexibility to find entries on the
register but protection from
“fishing” the register

Ability for organisations, that have
high volumes of financing
statements on the register, to
update all financing statements
with one transaction (e.g. change of
address etc.)

Administrator
The Administrator role has full
permission to all functionality within
the User Portal. In addition to the
permissions of the Clerk and
Presenter roles, the Administrator
can also:
Maintaining the Secured
Party/Assignee List of their
User Group.
Register and maintain users
within their User Group.
Filing Bulk Update
submissions.
Verification Statement and Security
After a financing statement registration is
filed with the registry the system generates
a verification statement (in pdf format) as a
record of what has been filed. Individual and
secure personal Identification numbers
(PINs) for the grantors and secured parties
are provided so that updates to the financing
statements can be submitted and
authenticated by either party. The system
generates separate grantor and secured
party versions of the verification statement
so that industry can pass only the grantor
version to their clients and retain the
integrity of their own secure PIN.
Exact Match Plus Searching
The SIR system implements an “Exact Match
Plus” which utilise an enhanced searching
algorithm incorporating thesaurus and stopword support to give greater accuracy,
increased flexibility and better performance
for any search carried out within the
application.
Bulk Updates
The system allows registered users to update
the secured party details on multiple
financing statements through a single filing
on the user portal. Users must be registered
and must use the pre-populated secured
party register within their organisations user
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Provide rapid and efficient process
for grantors to challenge erroneous
or spurious filings.

Ability to “watch” specific terms on
the register and be automatically
notified if filings include the term.

Auto-populate and validate
electronic forms by referencing the
companies register and other
statutory registers.

portal group.
Change Demand Process
A speedy and efficient change demand
process has been created which allows
grantors to file a request to update a
registered financing statement. Assuming
that the request is unchallenged the register
is updated after a 30 day period.
Register Monitoring
Within the SIR system we have provided a
service through with industry can
automatically monitor filings as they are
registered on the system. It allows for the
automatic notification to “watchers” when
particular terms are entered in filings on the
register.
Cross-referencing of Companies Register
The electronic forms in the SIR system are
dynamically linked with company registry
system. The forms cross reference the
companies register and pre-populate
company name; address and other
information available on the register. This
helps to remove human error and provides
the availability for enhanced validation.
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INNOVATION
100% ELECTRONIC AND AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
The Jersey Financial Services Commission operates Jersey’s Registry for companies, limited liability
partnerships, limited partnerships, business names, trademarks and security interests. There are
fourteen employees within the Registry. Compared with other Registries of a similar size, Jersey’s
operates with a relatively small number of employees. The Registry is susceptible to changes within the
finance industry and also the local business market. Any initiatives need to be well planned and be
proven to be efficient and effective.
The introduction and design of the SIR had to respect the limited resource constraint while ensuring the
system maintained a highly integral and quality register of security interests. The securities interests
register is 100% electronic and it is not possible to file by paper. The SIR IT system was designed to be
fully automatic in the registration and maintenance of financing statements. Registrations filed on the
electronic register are processed in real-time and immediately available to the public. Security
measures are integrated within the process so that secured parties and grantors can authenticate
themselves with the system and adopt a self-service approach with zero involvement with registry
officers.
The registry watch, billing (account statement run) and change demand processes are electronic services
automated by the SIR system. The only interaction from registry officers is to provide a quality review
and observation role in the change demand process to ensure all parties are aware of requested
amendments to registered financing statements.

REGISTRY WATCH
Within the SIR system we have developed the means to automatically monitor filings as they are
registered on the system. The business case for this service is to allow industry to monitor bogus
(“Straw Man”) or erroneous registrations that filed against individuals or organisations under their
administration. To minimize the burden of “Straw Man” filings within Jersey, we have established an
automated Register Monitoring tool.
The Register Monitoring tool is an automated term monitoring system to allow any interested party, like
the Commission or another approved external body, to create a watch list of terms which will allow
them to receive an email notification when one or more of these terms are added to the SIR.
The diagram below explains the process flow behind a typical scenario:

Figure 1 Register Monitoring Process Flow
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1) The interested party adds one or more terms (T1, T2, T3, T4…Tn) to Register Monitoring tool via an
exposed web service.
2) A Straw Man then completes a bogus SIR filing (FS12345) containing one or more of these terms (T1
and T3) via the SIR User Portal.
3) The Register Monitoring tool polls the SIR database at set regular intervals (i.e. every 30 seconds) for
the existence of these terms. It finds the existence of T1 and T3 in any part of the Straw Man filing
(FS12345) that has just been submitted. These terms may exist as part of the Secured Party, Grantor,
Collateral or any part of the filing.
4) The Register Monitoring tool then notifies the interested party via email, providing the reference
number for the filing (FS12345).
Once notification has been received, and if the interested party is the Commission, the Straw Man filing
can potentially be immediately removed from the SIR. If the interested party is an approved external
body, they can access the filed financing statement via the SIR Search screen to examine the registration
in more detail. This service has the potential as an additional revenue stream for the Registry. After
purchasing the document, if the third party feels it warrants removal from the register, they can then
contact the Commission to request removal of the filing.

“EXACT MATCH PLUS” SEARCHING
The SIR system implements an “Exact Match Plus” which utilise an enhanced searching algorithm
incorporating thesaurus and stop-word support to give greater accuracy, increased flexibility and better
performance for any search carried out within the application.
Implementing a full text index on the database increases the performance of searches, as well as
allowing for searches to be executed across multiple fields. Performance benefits are delivered through
the indexing of searchable columns, thereby minimizing the number of database fields traversed as part
of each query. As the SIR database grows, these performance benefits will become increasingly
important.

Searching the Security
Interests Register
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Searching across multiple fields provides a cleaner, intuitive interface for users of the SIR Search. For
example, the SIR system allows the user to search for a grantor(debtor) of type “Person” through three
individual name fields (Surname, Forename and Other Forenames). By using Full Text Indexing, those
three fields are merged into one single field, so users searching for “John S. Doe” do not have to break
this into three separate search parameters.
A thesaurus file allows a user to search for synonyms of a specific term where other terms may exist
that have a similar meaning. In the context of the SIR system, the SIR Search is configured so that if
someone searches for a Grantor that contains the word “Café” (i.e. “Red Café”), any records in the SIR
containing the word “Cafe” (i.e. “Sacred Cafe” or “John Red Cafeteria” will also be returned.
A stop-word file is a list of noise words that can be ignored as part of any search as their inclusion in the
search will not provide any benefits. In the context of the SIR, the search references a stop-word file
which includes the words “Limited”, “Ltd.” and “Ltd” would mean that any occurrence of these words in
a search would be ignored. For example if three searches are carried out for “Red Bank Limited”, “Red
Bank Ltd.” and “Red Bank Ltd”, the search results returned would be the exact same each time. This
functionality can be dynamically expanded for other acronyms like SLP (Separate Limited Partnership),
ICC (Incorporated Cell Company), etc.
The table below illustrates the query term entered and the possible search results returned:
Query Terms
John S Doe

Search Results
John S Doe
John Steven Doe
Johnny S Doe

Red Bank Ltd.

John S Doerthy
Red Bank Ltd.
Red Bank Limited
Red Bank Ltd

Green Shop SLP

Sacred Bank House
Green Shop SLP

Red and Green Supermarket Ltd.

Green Shop & Save
Red and Green Supermarket Ltd.
Red & Green Supermarket
Red ‘N’ Green Supermarket Ltd.
Red + Green Supermarket Limited
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BULK UPDATES
Secured parties are not guaranteed to be registered entities that exist on other statutory registers. With
the lack of a unique identifier we faced a significant challenge to overcome the task of linking the
organisation with the financing statements under their control.
The solution that we implemented was to restrict this functionality to registered users who file directly
with the business portal or B2B interface. Using this approach we were able to provide each registered
user with an individual and “local” register of secured parties which they can use to pre-populate the
secured party section of the financing statement registration forms. This provided registered users with
an efficient means to populate registration forms. More importantly it allowed us to create a
rationalised map of the secured parties under their control, which in turns makes it possible to facilitate
bulk updates.

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS INTERFACE (B2B)
Working very closely with industry, a business to business (B2B) interface has been developed which
allows industry to seamlessly integrate their back office systems with the SIR system. This means that
industry can streamline their business processes and automatically register financial statements on the
Register as they are recorded on their own internal systems.
Secure web services have been created for all Registry functionality. Services are in place for all
submission types and ancillary services have been developed to support industry partners with the
developed of intuitive and efficient applications

GRANTOR(DEBTOR) CHANGE DEMAND
The grantor or anyone else with an interests in collateral described in a financing statement may serve a
demand on a secured party requiring it to register a financing change statement within 30 days after
service of the demand in order to amend or discharge the registration, as appropriate, if:
 The secured obligations under a security agreement have been performed;
 The secured party has agreed to release all or part of the collateral;
 A registration extends to property that is not collateral under the terms of a security agreement;
or
 No security agreement exists between the parties named in the registration.
Failure to comply with such a demand gives the person serving the demand the right to apply to the
Registrar of Companies (who is also the registrar under the Law) to have a financing change statement
registered.
The Registrar must register the financing change statement unless the secured party serves a notice of
objection on the Registrar and the person serving the demand within 30 days after service of the
demand. In such a case, the person serving the demand can apply to court for an order that the
Registrar register the financing change statement.
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USER PORTAL WORKSPACE MANAGEMENT
MY FINANCING STATEMENTS
The My Financing Statements of the SIR User Portal allows registered users to retain an interest in
specific financing statements. Any financing statement that the user files will be automatically added to
their My Financing Statement list. Users can also add other financing statements to their list if they are
in possession of the Financing Statement Registration Number and Secured Party (or Assignee) PIN.
Any user that has a financing statement in their My Financing Statement list is an authorised user for
that financing statement. Being an authorised user for a financing statement removes the necessity of
supplying the Secured Party (or Assignee) PIN for each financing statement submission and therefore
streamlines financing statement administration.

MY WORKSPACE
A searches tab of the My Workspace screen shows any previous documents a registered user has
purchased through the SIR Search screen. Documents can be downloaded directly from the workspace
at any time by clicking on the appropriate link.
A filings tab on the My Workspace screen shows any previous forms created by a registered user. High
level details of each form can be viewed along with the forms current status. Draft forms can be
reopened at any time or deleted.
When a Financing Statement is registered, all secured parties / assignees on the form will be issued with
a verification statement PDF by email. Users will also have the option to download the verification
statement at any time by clicking on the appropriate link.
A registered user with the administrator role can see a complete overview of all users within their user
group through the Users screen. From here, administrators can disable individual user accounts, reset
passwords or change details of accounts like the users name, email address, address etc. In addition, a
registered user with the administrator role can see an overview of the workspace of all users within
their user group. They can easily re-assign submissions of users within the same group.
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SIGNIFICANCE AND TRANSFERABILITY
SIGNIFICANCE
The new security interests law considerably refines and enhances Jersey’s security interests regime and
its coming into force was eagerly awaited by the Island’s finance industry. To support the law, Jersey
now operates a world class fully electronic Security Interests Register.
The Law and IT system is supported by industry and we are already achieving high levels of adoption
beyond our initial forecasts. Procedures are being amended within organisations, as it is deemed that
industry best practice is to perfect security interests through the registration on the SIR. The real-time
public record and change demand process provide a transparent system that is viewed with integrity
and provides visibility for all industry stakeholders.
The Law enriches the product offering available in Jersey and the delivery via the fully electronic and
automated SIR system provides an improved service offering to the industry.

TRANSFERABILITY
In terms of transferability of the innovation and lessons learned in this project we believe that many can
be directly transferred to any of our friends and colleagues in IACA and within other jurisdictions. We
are indebted to our friends and colleagues around the globe who have answered our questions and
provided advice in many areas of the SIR project.
We are a major advocate of knowledge sharing within the domain and as we have significantly
benefitted from this approach we are happy to discuss our experience; approach; solutions and as our
register matures, our growing pains; operational issues and sustainability measures.
In order to open the knowledge sharing process and attempt to immediately add value to the
community, the following list highlights assets within Jersey that we are happy to make available
publicly and to IACA friends and colleagues on request:
 Legislation and orders are public and open to reference
 Advanced Search algorithms and logic – we are happy to disseminate and offer our experience
and research to IACA colleagues
 Comprehensive SIR Guidance notes are publicly available
 Extensive documentation is available for our system components which we are happy to share
with our friends and colleagues in IACA. These include:
o SIR registry portal user guide
o SIR administration services user guide
o SIR registry Standard operating procedures (SOP)
o SIR B2B interfaces guide
o Registry monitoring service
o System specification documentation
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LESSONS LEARNED
GLOBAL CONSULTATION AND KNOWLEDGE SHARING
We cannot understate the invaluable input that we have received from our international friends and
colleagues within the domain. A wealth of real world experience and knowledge has been shared and
imparted through the few international fora in which we attend and contribute. We would not like to
consider the cost that would be incurred for the consultancy fees needed to equate to the knowledge
transfer had we not been privileged to have the friends and contacts within the global community.
As a key lesson learned we would advise all authorities to participate and talk to your colleagues
through IACA and CRF and use any opportunity available to share your experiences and knowledge.
Through this approach we have derived major benefits both in this project; past projects; and most
certainly future projects. Within the SIR project we gained invaluable insight at policy and legislative
drafting; analysis; design and throughout the implementation project.

REPRESENTATION FROM ALL STAKEHOLDERS
We believe that it is crucial to communicate with, and achieve representation from all industry
stakeholders within the project steering committee. Even though we had representation from all
sectors within industry, we still had the occurrence of last minute issues which could have been
potential show-stoppers within the project.
For example, the concerns raised by the trust administrators could have had a significant impact on the
successful launch of the project. The fact that we had the representative group already engaged within
the project meant that we had the means for constructive discussion and through a pragmatic approach
could quickly find a solution.

RAPID PROTOTYPING
We experienced significant benefits from putting a working prototype in front of an industry working
group at the earliest possible opportunity in the project. On our first review with the group, we
achieved a significant amount of feedback that allowed us to make early changes to the system. At the
second and third iterations of the process, we were discussing label and aesthetic changes with a limited
number of core system changes. This approach allowed for an efficient and effective development
process whereby late and expensive system changes were avoidable.

EMPOWERING INDUSTRY
Involving industry in the legislative policy and system development proved extremely productive in the
deployment of a fit-for purpose solution. Within this project we assigned real tasks to groups of
industry representatives. Assembled as working groups, members of industry were mandated to work
with Government authorities on the draft of the legislative instruments; system components; guidance
notes and other key project deliverables.
In addition, the industry steering committee was charged with the formal acceptance of the system
specification. Once accepted the team proceeded with the development of the IT solution. Prior to
system launch the steering committee was again charged with the formal acceptance of the IT solution.
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This approach achieved widespread ownership and adoption of both the legislation and the IT system. A
genuine atmosphere of a single and united project team was present which provided an extremely
efficient project environment
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